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Big Decision
[Scooter enters carrying a Bible.]

Beth:  [enters] Hi, Scooter! What’s up?

Scooter:  I’ve made a very important decision, Beth.  

Beth:  What’s that?  

Scooter:  I am going to follow God!

Beth:  Uh, that’s great, Scooter. But one question … 

Scooter:  What’s that?

Beth:  I thought you already WERE following God.  

Scooter:  Well, I was part of his family—because I asked him into my life when I was   
 7. BUT, I wasn’t really FOLLOWING him. At least not all the time. 

Beth:  What do you mean?

Scooter:  [holds up Bible] Part of following God is reading the Bible, right? 

Beth:  Yeah, definitely.  

Scooter:  I never made TIME to read the Bible. I slept in late, so I barely had time to 
 get dressed before school. And then I had to catch the bus. And then I 
 came home and did homework. And then I played video games. And then 
 I went to bed. See the problem?

Beth:  I think so. You didn’t have a PLAN to follow God.

Scooter:  EXACTLY, Beth! And a man without a plan is … well, it’s not good. I was 
 grouchy with my sister and selfish at school and sassy with my mom. All 
 because I never read the Bible. You can’t follow someone if you don’t 
 know him.

Beth:  That is a problem. So what’s the change?
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Scooter:  [pulls a folded paper out of Bible—this could be colorful and impressive—
 and speaks in announcer voice] Introducing … SCOOTER’S AMAZING 
 BIBLE-READING PLAN. 

Beth:  Wow!

Scooter:  [announcer voice] SCOOTER’S AMAZING BIBLE-READING PLAN will 
 allow me to read one chapter of the Bible each day either on the bus, at 
 lunchtime, or before bed. 

Beth:  I’m impressed, Scooter. Think you could share the plan with one of your   
 followers?

Scooter:  For you, Beth, anything. But I must warn you … [announcer voice] 
 SCOOTER’S AMAZING BIBLE-READING PLAN may produce unusual 
 results, such as BEING NICE TO YOUR MOM, LETTING YOUR LITTLE 
 BROTHER GO FIRST, AND SHOWING RESPECT TO YOUR TEACHER.  

Beth:  Sounds good to me!

Scooter:  Follow me! I’ll make you a copy.

[Both exit.]


